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Afternoon winds itself down 

from a yellow, red-orange buzz,

sun bursting lower and lower still 

through hillside oaks.

Night’s promise, arriving deliberately 

in its infinite turn, draws life

from the lengthening shadows— 

from familiar ground just out of sight.

afternoon winds itself down



Legacy of warriors and artists— 

graceful curve of survival

embodied in horn, wood and sinew. 

Season after season we carry on

a tradition as intimate as breath, 

as anonymous as necessity.

Our conversation a loosed arrow 

across the millennia.

Graceful curve of survival



her dad
,
s words

Her dad taught her how to handle a bow 

when she was a little girl.

Summer hours spent in the backyard, 

15 paces from a hay-bale target, learning

the importance of a well-placed arrow. 

Many summers later, standing with her daughter,

15 paces from a backyard hay-bale target, 

she draws again on her dad’s words.



winter silence

As first light whispers its way, 

the close circle of winter silence widens.

Chickadees begin their back and forth, 

calling the day to order—

first shadows 

then substance.

You exhale and watch your breath meander, 

a lazy cumulus heading northeast.



Through the long, cold stretches  

it isn’t difficult to be alone. 

The electricity of a red fox or hawk, 

or distant lament of geese in the wind 

bring you back from the depths  

of your collar and the busy-ness of your thoughts—

gladly welcome your return 

to solitude’s conversation. 

solitude
,
s conversation



by hand and heart

Their stories are the threads that we follow 

from one generation to the next—

the lessons of life learned by hand and heart.  

Contemplated in lonely pre-dawn tree-stands 

and cups of tailgate-coffee with our fathers, 

these lessons hold no guarantee, save one: 

these days will pass 

as stories of our own.



grant taylor

Growing up, Vermont’s Green Mountains were my backyard. Hiking, fly-fishing, canoeing, hunting and 

snowshoeing were my day-to-day—my reasons for slipping out before breakfast and being late to dinner. 

Photography, too, was something that I loved—and my outdoor excursions afforded a perfect outlet for my 

creativity, as well as the fascination and connection with the natural world that still burns in my soul today.
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